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Purpose of Portfolio Reviews

> Strategy: inform new goals or assess alignment with current 
strategy

> Measurement, Evaluation & Learning: test causal path-
ways and theories of change, explain success and failure

> Organizational: identify synergies and gaps across teams or 
portfolios, map information flows 
– (primarily internal to the organization – sharing horizontally)

> Communication and Accountability: share activities and 
progress across teams, describe collective impact
– (internal, sharing vertically, and external)

To distill, synthesize & analyze information across a collection of 

investments



Strategy I

> Answers: What are we doing?
– Code and summarize investment characteristics by amounts, 

recipients, type of organization, target beneficiaries, geographies, 
methods, indicators, outcomes, etc.

– “Data” provide summaries and surface patterns across grants

(2011) AgDev strategy refresh questions/requests
– Categorize the 2006-2010 portfolio by OECD DAC Purpose Code 
– Map which investments address one or more market imperfections: public 

goods, externalities, market power and information problems 
– What public goods are we investing in? At what scale (local, regional, global)?

Largely descriptive

Inform new strategy or “refresh” existing strategy 



Strategy II

> Answers: How are we doing what we are doing, and why?
– Describe collective outputs, outcomes and impact across grants & 

alignment with strategy

(2013) Do our investments incorporate a gender perspective? 

> Answers: What is our comparative funding advantage?

(2015) Describe the breadth and depth of Knowledge Exchange and Extension 
activities and how private sector-driven extension has been supported by BMGF 
investments. (by sector)
(2012) How do our investments foster innovation? (by activity)

Assess investment alignment with strategy & theories of change



e.g. Innovation Impact Pathways
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Measurement, Learning & 
Evaluation

> Answers: What do we track?
– Analyze grantee and funder capacity to measure and evaluate 

performance across investments through shared outcomes and 
common metrics

> Answers: What can we learn?
– Assess the ability to learn from success and failure via underlying 

theories of change: are theories explicit and are data collected to 
test the assumptions underlying hypothesized causal pathways

(2014) Assess how grants measure the outputs, outcomes, and 
assumptions that inform the theory of change related to KEE 
activities. 

Largely analytic (requires a theoretical frame) 



Answers what do we track: 
Activities and Outcomes



Are Data Collected for Meeting Goals?

> Grants had an 
average of 8 
times as many 
and up to 30 
times as many 
activities and 
outputs as they 
did outcome 
indicators
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AgDev ToC

Grant ToC

What if:

We need:

Built on:

Answers:  what can we learn? 



Are Data Collected for Assumptions 
Testing?

(2014)  Finding: T he average grant collects data that could test 5 
of the assumptions

0 5 10 15 20

Increased productivity can be achieved in an environmentally
sustainable manner.

A crop-specific strategy can lead to sustained productivity
growth.

There are diversity and income pathways from agricultural
development to improved nutritional outcomes.

There is consumer/market demand for increased agricultural
production.

Increased productivity leads to poverty reduction.

There is a demand for the technologies developed and products
produced.

Women farmers are unique, have a high leverage opportunity to
increase productivity.

Given access, incentives, and tools, farmers will adopt the
technology/practice.

A successful intervention can be scaled.



Organization I

> Answers: What are the common denominators 
foundation/organization-wide?
– The more that strategies and investments diverge, the fewer 

common metrics
– But for foundations with cross-cutting themes such as ML&E or 

gender, some collective commentary is still possible

(2010) What are the M&E expectations, methods, and resources 
across investments within Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene, 
Agricultural Development, Vaccine Delivery, Nutrition, Enteric and 
Diarrheal Diseases, HIV, Neglected and Other Infectious Diseases, 
Maternal, Newborn, and Child Health 

Looking across teams with different strategies



Answers: are there gaps or synergies 
across portfolios?



Organization II

> Answers: How does the reporting and 
documentation structure, data accessibility and 
storage, and the sheer number of indicators allow 
the most important information to surface?

(2014) Provide an overview of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) systems 
used by the SGs, with a focus on 1) data flow and 2) data systems. 
Distinguish between data flows from the grantee to the Program Officer 
(grant level) and from the Program Officer through the foundation 
(foundation level). Data systems include the actual measurement, 
evaluation, and learning activities at the grantee level. 

Map information sources, storage and accessibility



Answers: Do Consistent Reporting Formats 
Support Cross-Comparisons of Progress?

9

14

USE STANDARD RESULTS FRAMEWORK

USE A DIFFERENT INDICATOR REPORTING SYSTEM



Assumed Pathway for Grantee Results 
Data

Grantee Program 
Officer Database



Actual Flow of Information



Summary of Cross-Team & Strategy-
Level Learning Challenges

Photo: http://www.afronline.org/?p=13495

Comparing and aggregating outcomes across grants Reporting and 
measurement

Specifying the causal pathways and assumptions 
underlying a theory of change 

Managing M&E information for multiple uses 
Information 
storage and 

documentation

Evaluation & 
Assumption 

testing



EPAR’s Approach

> Combine human and machine review
– Human review to define the project and develop project-

specific frameworks (theory)
– Machine review provides targets and guidance for human 

review

> Dual approach makes portfolio review cost-
effective, scalable, and rapidly deployable 
– Can be used in adaptive decision-making



The Human Contributions



Theoretical Framework



Machine assistance

The Human Contributions



Assessing Word Frequencies Can 
Test Alignment with Strategy



Simple Word Searches Can Help 
Target Human Review



The Machine Contributions

Developing a set of open-source resources for 
supplementing and automating portfolio review 
processes using: 
> Social scientific software (e.g. Python and R)
> Basic Text Mining Approaches via R
> Supervised learning, machine learning

– Natural language processing
> Entity and keyword extraction
> Geotagging
> Relation extraction

– Topic Modeling

The role of text analysis and machine learning tools:



Two Approaches

> General Description
– Describe, classify, categorize 

automatically
> Provides time savings, 

replicability

> Exploration and Discovery
– Model, explore, discover 

interactively



Paragraphs
Break into 
sentences, words • Categorize/classify 

documents
• Correlations across 

words/documents
• Frequencies within 

opportunities
• Targeted locations within 

documents

Topic ModelGeotagging

Description



Example 1: 
Automatic Geotagging

> Rather than search for countries, with a trained 
geomodel, one can tag what documents discuss 
which countries

– We apply the Cliff geocoding application to the 
documents to generate a map of “relevance”

Where are agriculture and nutrition grants targeted?



Geographic Description

Manual versus automated coding



Example 2: Predicting Document 
Categories

> Which documents within all agriculture and 
nutrition grants target agriculture or nutrition?

– Manual review identified 30 grants out of 257 grants.

– Automated review can speed up the process, 



Topic Model

> If we want grants related to “Agriculture,” “Nutrition,” 
or “Both,” then we can fit a topic model that provides 
keywords for topics that are extracted from data
– Relevant grants identified via grant title in file name.

Topic model for 
a body of 257 
agriculture and 
nutrition grants. 



> Agriculture: 5, 6, 9, 
10, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 33, 34, 35, 36, 
41, 42, 44, 47, 48, 50, 
52, 55

> Nutrition: 37, 46
> Post-Tagging: 

Document On 
Agriculture = Union 
of Topic Probabilities 

Manual Coding 
of “Agriculture/Nutrition”



Identifying Relevant 
Documents/Grants

> Probabilistic rather than discrete 
– Goal is to be mostly right

> Generally effective at matching manual coding
– What “topics” are miscategorized?
– What differences were identified in human versus manual 

coding?
Document/Opportunity Level Paragraph Level



Paragraphs
Sentences, words 
(only keep causal 
verbs)

NLP via AlchemyAPI

Topic Model Logic ModelGeotagging

Method



Motivating a Program Theory 
Assessment

> What: developing new crop varieties
> How: What are the causal pathways?
> Outputs: What do R+D activities produce?
> Outcomes: Improved nutrition

NOTE: Tie between outputs and outcomes is often 
vague/unclear if there is no formal logic model

e.g., What are the pathways by which developing new crop 
varieties (R&D activities improving seeds) improves smallholder 
productivity and/or nutrition?



Pathways for Impact

1. Identify actions
 Topic Model

2. Identify how/pathways
 Extracting causal patterns that connect policy 

actions/interventions to outputs and finally outcomes

3. Identify outcomes
 Can look for both outputs and outcomes
 Identify potential indicators

What are the pathways by which developing new crop varieties 
(R&D activities improving seeds) improves smallholder 
productivity and/or nutrition?



Paragraphs
Sentences (Drop 
Those Without 
Causal Verbs)

NLP via AlchemyAPI

Topic Model Logic ModelGeotagging

Exploration/Discovery



Manually Coded Activities

> Developing new crop varieties (R&D to improve seeds)
> Strengthening delivery mechanisms (value chain focused activities linking 

farmers to new technologies)
> Agricultural extension (extension activities focusing on improved technologies 

or crop management)
> Nutrition/health extension (extension activities focusing on nutritional benefits 

of different crops)
> Other education (education ranging from finances to advocacy)
> Data collection (crop studies and surveys on agriculture / nutrition)
> Data analysis (analysis of studies and surveys, publications of findings)
> Developing informational resources (resources ranging from web portals to 

extension guides to journal articles)
> Supporting collective action (activities establishing local groups)
> Creating institutional partnerships (collaborative activities promoting 

partnerships between institutions)



Thinking About Theory

New crop varieties     Mechanism      Outcome

Causality IndicatorsActions

Topics 21, 19, 42, 
34 Identify documents where 

P(21 u 19 u 42 u 34) is 
maximized



1. Identify Actions

“Developing new crop varieties (R&D to improve seeds)”



2. Identify How / 
Pathways

> Causal verbs indicate pathway (theoretical)
> 1. Extract sentences with causal verbs
> 2. Map verbs to subjects, direct objects
> 3. Using list of “causal” sentences:

– Classify all pathways within high probability of seed 
R+D Topics

> Evaluate for patterns
– Pick high probability words for topic, seek out 

pathways



Natural Language 
Processing

> Rely on Stanford NLP, OpenNLP, IBM AlchemyAPI
> Utilize structure of sentence to extract causal 

pathway
– Working towards automated logic model identification



Linking Word Trees

Subject-verb-object trees for “vari” within chosen topics



Extract Trees

> Purpose:
– Can motivate follow-up investigation
– Can help prioritize human coding efforts
– Can identify causal pathways rapidly
– Can show what grants might rely on similar pathways



Extract Trees: 
Seeing Patterns 

Subject-verb-object trees for “varieties” within chosen topics



Extract Trees: 
Finding Pathways 

Subject-verb-object trees for “research” within chosen topics



Extract Trees: 
Narrowing Scope 

Filtering for “identify” and “research” within chosen topics



Extract Trees: Exploring 
Connections

Searching for “seed”



Extract Trees:  Identifying 
Key Concepts / Players

Why “Rockefeller Approach”?



3.  Mapping Actions to Outcomes



3.  Mapping Actions to Outcomes



3.  Mapping Actions to Outcomes: 
Nutrition as Outcome

HKI is an expert in deploying nutrition interventions, 
while IRRI is skilled in developing nutritionally 
enhanced rice varieties.



Improved Seed and Nutrition?

Notice prevalence of 
organizational partners: 
improved seed cant lead 
to improved nutrition 
without working with 
smallholders, requires 
different expertise

Towards a logic model: Seed R+D can improve nutrition through 
partnerships between research organizations and engagement 
organizations



Then Iterate Back to Descriptive 
Searches Based on Pathways

> What target locations?
> Which grants?
> Which program officers?
> What concepts are related?



Evans School Policy Analysis & 
Research Group (EPAR) 

EPAR uses an innovative student-faculty team model to provide 
rigorous, applied research and analysis to international development 

stakeholders. Established in 2008, the EPAR model has since been 
emulated by other UW schools and programs to further enrich the 

international development community and enhance student learning.

Please direct comments or questions about this research to Principal 
Investigators C. Leigh Anderson and Travis Reynolds at 

epar.evans.uw@gmail.com.

Professor C. Leigh Anderson, Principal Investigator 

Professor Travis Reynolds, co-Principal Investigator


